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written by Matthew Giles

M A T E

As part of my preparation for writing this essay, I spoke to Carla about her 

motivations for curating this show. She described to me the phenomenon 

of easing into her Australian identity as she made her way through her late 

twenties. Like me, and like a lot of people our age, Carla sought to distance 

herself from Australian culture as a young person. Being Australian wasn’t 

cool enough.

Carla Adams 
Sandgroper Study, 2015 
Pencil and Texta on Paper. 
21 x 30cm 

Moreover, being Australian just wasn’t enough. It was four, 

sometimes five, sometimes two free to air TV channels. It was 

a handful of cities, some of which barely counted as cities. It 

was a couple of famous faces, and a shallow colonial history, 

whose only notable scenes constituted crimes of empire. It was 

a narrow lexicon whose main purpose was to hail your mates 

and give them shit. There was simply not enough cultural stuff 

to flesh out and describe the volumes that constituted the life of 

a young person.

A lot changed in the following decade. We got older, and with 

the accumulation of years we realised that personal identity was 

not determined by the accumulation of cities, celebrities, and 

proud historical narratives. These things, and their perceived 

paucity in Australia, ceased being so critical to who we were as 

people. Instead, they became tools to use when needed, and 

costumes to wear when desired. Being Australian turned from 

an identity graveyard into a toy box – quaint, underutilised, and 

packed with possibilities.

But we weren’t the only things that changed. The turn of the 

millennium yielded two events that continue to dominate 

culture in increasingly invisible ways. 

Firstly, in 2001, the World Trade Centre terrorist attacks led 

Vanity Fair editor Graydon Carter to declare the end of the 

Age of Irony. What exactly he meant by that is as unclear now 

as it was then, but the gist of it was that the trite, superficial 

engagement with culture that dominated the West, particularly 

the USA, in the 1990s was no longer sustainable. The attacks 

demanded a more serious, sincere outlook on the world than 

was available in the 90s. The depthless sociopathy of Seinfeld 

was replaced with the stauncher-than-the-actual-news Daily 

Show. The dominant subculture of the nihilistic, unemployed, 

cereal-eating, cartoon-watching slacker was replaced with the 

productive, beer and coffee brewing, privilege-aware hipster. In 

this context, being detached from and pessimistic about one’s 

roots was possible, but no longer culturally endorsed. 



Secondly, the first decade of the 2000s showed us the power and 

pervasiveness of the internet. At a time when information and 

media access is flat and free, national identity has been robbed 

of some of its power. The power of the nation is that it allows a 

territory of people to imagine themselves as a community, even 

though they have never met each other. National identity and 

narratives are still important, but their importance has been 

diminished by an age where our most significant communities 

and territories are digital. Where once Australia’s national media 

was a symptom of the thinness of Australian culture, it now 

seems quaint to think of media as something that is contained 

within a nation. The breadth and complexity of experience and 

interiority is now available to almost everybody. Australianness 

can therefore be embraced without feeling the need to settle for 

a more basic, bereft existence. 

But art, and people in the art world, embraces Australianness 

in a particular way. First of all, the discursive fields of art and 

national identity are almost inherently adversarial. In Australia, 

they inhabit different social strata. “Authentic” Australia is 

blue-collar, physical, and practical, words that do not normally 

describe art. They also have different purposes. Art’s purpose, 

if we may be so bold as to propose one, is to expand, explore, 

and transform, whereas national identity seeks to fix, exclude, 

and narrow. However, national identity is more malleable now. 

Because of the internet, identifying with one’s nation is less 

important. National identity has shed some of its stock market 

value and is available to be picked up for cheap and repurposed. 

Additionally, the age of sincerity urges us to critique through 

engagement rather than through abandonment, making 

national identity a site of potential play and experimentation. 
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Willow, 2015. 
Oil on Linen. 
50 x 60cm



Bruce Slatter
On The Line, 2015
Acrylic Paint on Plywood
18 x 20 x 8cm
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Dave Attwood
An Iced VoVo nibbled into 
the shape of Kevin Rudd’s 
head, 2014
Iced Vovo 5 x 4.5cm

This is especially true of the kinds of Australiana that are 

interesting to artists. What currently passes for distinctly 

Australia is not always beautiful or interesting, but relics from 

the past have the added virtue of being kitsch, a characteristic 

that presents as ironic but is often enjoyed sincerely. This 

combination of irony and sincerity is, I believe, a rare and 

powerful commodity that enables artists to engage with national 

identity without being subsumed within it, or being an accessory 

to its uglier purposes. That power is wielded with precision, 

humour and finesse by the artists in this show.
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